Close the Gap committee: correspondence; World Bank *Staf
appraisal report on the Republic of Hungary health services and
management project, March 5 1993*; project proposal
'Strengthening public health policy and action'; terms of reference;
preliminary report on the health behaviour survey, 94, produced by
the Central Statistical Office, Budapest, 1995; 'Organizational and
operational rules of the Close the Gap committee'; copy of a
pamphlet *Guidelines for the use of consultants by World Bank
borrowers and by the World Bank as executing agency*; 'Health
care in developed countries: what will be the key changes in the
1990s?: paper to the second Hungarian seminar on quality
assurance in health care, Jun 1993; off-prints of journal articles;
minutes of committee meetings; curricula vitae of committee
members; 'Is travel prophylaxis worthwhile? An economic
appraisal of prophylactic measures against malaria, hepatitis A and
typhoid in travellers' by R.H. Behrens and J.A. Roberts

Close the Gap committee: correspondence; faxes; *Principles of a
long-term health promotion policy in Hungary* (Budapest, Apr
1994); *The programme of the government of the Republic of
Hungary, 1994-1998*; minutes of committee meetings; paper on
progress and issues with regard to the Republic of Hungary health
services and management project; papers of the second committee
meeting, Budapest, Apr 1994; copy of paper on the North Karelia
Project, Finland, by the National Public Health Institute; papers
relating to the Consulting proposal for technical assistance for the
public health component in Hungary; off-prints of articles

Close the Gap committee: correspondence; faxes; copies of graphs,
including some comparing heart disease in Hungary and Iceland;
paper on progress and issues with regard to the Republic of Hungary
health services and management project; papers of the
third meeting of the committee, Budapest, Nov 1994; copies of the
contract for consulting services; 'Fierce battles without soft beds:
Science director of the National Health Care Institute about finding
a way out'

Close the Gap committee: correspondence; faxes; terms of
reference for developing and implementing a project on heart-
healthy nutrition in Hungary; call for abstracts for the European
Public Health Association annual meeting, 1985; *Activities of
Department of Social Medicine University Medical School of
Debrecen (1989-1994)*; 'Expression of interest in organising a
national scientific symposium on alcohol and road traffic
accidents', by the Department of Emergency Medicine, University
of Manchester; minutes of the fourth and fifth committee meetings,
Apr and Nov 1995; papers of the fourth committee meeting, Heviz,
Apr 1995 provisional programme of the European Public Health
Association annual meeting; terms of reference for developing a
public awareness project on indoor tobacco smoke exposure
(passive smoking); *Health policy of the government of the Republic
of Hungary: tasks for the period 1994-1998* (Budapest, Nov 1994);
draft proposal for an agreement between the government of
Hungary, the World Health Organisation Regional Office for

Close the Gap committee: correspondence; faxes; programme for the Hungary health services and management project; graphs of death rates in Hungary, England and Wales; recommendations of the committee's summary deliberations for consideration; research proposal on alcohol policy and prevention in Hungary; papers of the sixth meeting of the committee, Budapest, May 1996; draft programme for the seventh meeting; overhead transparencies relating to the Hungary health services and management project; 'Health behaviour study, 1994' and appendix of figures and questionnaire by the Central Statistical Office, Budapest, 1996; 'Organizational and operational rules of the Close the Gap committee', Dec 1993

WHO's European Centre for Environment and Health: correspondence; 'Management review of the WHO European Centre for Environment and Health': progress report, Rome Division, 25 Oct 1994; draft agreement between the government of Italy and the World Health Organisation Regional Office for Europe, 28 Nov 1994; 'European Centre for Environment and Health: evaluation of the Bilthoven Division'; terms of reference of evaluation of Rome Division by Sir Donald Acheson and paper 'Scientific evaluation of the European Centre for Environment and Health (Rome Division) 29-30 November 1994' by Sir Donald Acheson; papers listing activities carried out by the European Centre for Environment and Health on water and wastes, radiation, food safety, epidemiology; position paper: 'Pollution-related diseases'; draft report of the working group on pollution-related diseases; draft meeting report of the WHO-ISEE international workshop on ethical and philosophical issues in environmental epidemiology, Sep 1994; declaration on action for environment and health in Europe by the Second European Conference on Environment and Health, Helsinki, Jun 1994; strategy document for the Environment and Health Department of the WHO Regional Office for Europe, 20 Sep 1994

WHO's European Centre for Environment and Health: copy of Sir Donald Acheson's speech to the Second Conference on Environment and Health, Helsinki, Jun 1994; black and white photographs depicting pollution risks; WHO booklets; European Science Foundation paper 'From hazard identification to risk assessment: an agenda for research on health and the environment: a position paper prepared by the EMRC'; list of EEHC members; call for papers for a conference on hazardous waste; minutes of the sixth meeting of the scientific advisory board of the European Centre for Environment and Health, Nancy, Oct 1994; draft strategy documents for the European Centre for Environment and Health; 'The future role of the scientific advisory board in the light of the Helsinki declaration and other outcomes of the Helsinki conference', 5 Oct 1994; declaration on action for environment and
health in Europe by the Second European Conference on Environment and Health, Helsinki, Jun 1994; final draft of a paper 'Monitoring health in the war-affected areas of the former Yugoslavia, 1992-93'; 'Evaluation of the WHO programme for humanitarian assistance to former Yugoslavia'; copy of the statement by Sir Donald Acheson to the preparatory meeting for the second European ministerial conference on health and environment, Hamburg, Apr 1994; 'International workshop: setting priorities in environmental epidemiology': report on a WHO meeting, Rome, Jan 1993; drafts and annotated papers for "Concern for Europe's tomorrow" (health and environment in the WHO European region)

WHO's European Centre for Environment and Health: correspondence; 'Evaluation mission of the WHO European Centre for Environment and Health: Nancy Project Office, 23-26 September 1996' report by Sir Donald Acheson

Court Cavendish PLC: correspondence; Non-executive directors: watchdogs, oracles or fall-guys? a guide to their role and liabilities; board meeting minutes and papers; Court Cavendish flotation papers; "Winning solutions": from ideas to implementation', February 1996

Court Cavendish PLC: quality assurance sub-committee papers, including minutes, executive summaries of various nursing and residential homes, papers from a brainstorming meeting, quality reviews

British Medical Association: correspondence; BMA International Department 'Report of returned volunteers' workshop 21 February 1996'; chapter 14 of J.Blair's centenary history of the RAMC; list of postgraduate courses in medicine, 1995; correspondence and brochure relating to the Irish Medical Organisation annual general meeting, Apr 1997

WHO's special representative in Yugoslavia: correspondence; faxes; reports, including a copy of SRZ situation report 7; newspaper cuttings; 'Strategy and role of the World Health Organization in providing humanitarian assistance'; maps of front lines, convoys and security incidents; daily nutrient and food recommendations for supplementary foods in former Yugoslavia; 'Assessment of food needs for former Yugoslavia'; background information papers

WHO's special representative in Yugoslavia: specimen copies of 'Former Yugoslavia diary'; manuscript and typescript pages of diary; correspondence; journal; manuscript and typescript abstract for 'Medicine in the front line: WHO in former Yugoslavia and the Chechnya region' by Sir Donald Acheson; lectures 'Quagmire in the Former Yugoslavia' and 'Health, humanitarian relief and survival in former Yugoslavia'; colour photograph: international war crimes tribunal investigator and a body found in a mass grave in Cerska; WHO publication War and health: crossing the bridge to peace; black and white photographs of WHO emergency operations; colour laser prints of a poster for cod liver oil, an aeroplane landing and a bombed-out building; newspaper cutting
WHO's special representative in Yugoslavia: SRZ reports 16-17, 19; correspondence; final report of Dr Simon Mardel, WHO Sarajevo, 1993; copies of WHO consultant contracts; newspaper cuttings; 'Report on dietary survey in Sarajevo, June 1993'; 'Mission as acting head of office, Sarajevo, 24th July - 8th August 1993'; journal article; background information papers on ethnic cleansing; 'Sarajevo women speak: an account of conversations and interviews with approximately 50 women in different situations and districts of Sarajevo in June 1993: prepared for the London International Festival of Theatre'; black and white photographs of WHO emergency operations; colour photographs of Sir Donald Acheson during WHO emergency operations and WHO general meetings; proofs for an article 'Health, humanitarian relief and survival in former Yugoslavia'; Norwegian mobile hospital and disaster unit brochure

WHO's special representative in Yugoslavia: correspondence; newspaper articles; WHO standing committee of the regional committee for Europe paper 'WHO programme of humanitarian assistance to war-affected populations of the former Yugoslavia: report of an external evaluation', Sep 1994; WHO regional committee for Europe resolution on health assistance to countries in response to emergencies and disasters, Sep 1994; Sir Donald Acheson's comments on the external evaluation of the WHO programme in Yugoslavia; stock balance reports; journal articles; draft report of 'Tripartite meeting of the health authorities in Bosnia-Herzegovina'; manuscript notes for a paper on humanitarian relief in Yugoslavia; reports, including SRZ 12, on WHO medical kits and from the WHO nutrition unit, Zagreb; proposal for 'The evacuation of those children from Bosnia-Herzegovina who are undergoing extreme and unacceptable levels of suffering'

WHO's special representative in Yugoslavia: correspondence; WHO Regional Office for Europe, Zagreb, reports 39-45 on the WHO humanitarian assistance programme, 1995-6; WHO annual reports, 1993-4; copies of HHR economic newsletter, 1998-9; War and health: crossing the bridge to peace; background information papers; draft 'External evaluation of the WHO programme for humanitarian assistance to former Yugoslavia, 7-17 June 1994'; copies of lectures by Sir Donald Acheson

Yugoslavia volume 1: SRZ reports, 1-7, 9-14; copies of Health monitor; correspondence; typescript pages of diary

Yugoslavia volume 2: correspondence; copies of speeches, including for the UNHCR meeting in Geneva and for the opening of the WHO office, Zagreb; paper on the arrangements for the office of regional director's special representative, Zagreb (SRZ); programme for humanitarian assistance to Yugoslavia; report of Sir Donald Acheson's visit to Bosnia, 24 Feb-2 Mar 1993; unedited field notes for briefing Sir Donald Acheson on his visit to Yugoslavia, 1992; terms of reference of the WHO office of the special representative in Zagreb; preliminary report and recommendations on a mission to the Chechnya area, Apr 1995; 'Health crisis in the Chechnya area: mission of May 15-20 1995 to Daghestan'; diary of visit to Moscow, Vladikavkaz and Nazran, Feb 1996; 'WHO mission to the North Caucasus republics of the Russian Federation (Republic of Daghestan, Republic of Ingushetia, Republic of North Ossetia-Alania), 7-24 February

Chechnya: correspondence; Guidelines for cholera control (WHO, Geneva, 1993); Treatment of tuberculosis: guidelines for national programmes (WHO, Geneva, 1993); colour photographs of the visit to Chechnya; copy of Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, 8 Sep 1995; United Nations consolidated inter-agency appeal for persons displaced as a result of the emergency situation in Chechnya (Mar 1995); copy of a manuscript background paper on the Republic of Ingushetia; 'Proposals for the control of populations of rodents in the larger towns in the war affected areas of former Yugoslavia' by T.D. Healing; copies of travel expenses

Chechnya: correspondence; typescript diary of the visit to Moscow, Vladikavkaz and Nazran by Sir Donald Acheson, Feb 1996; minutes and list of participants of the donor consultation meeting on Chechnya, Geneva, 28 June 1996; notes for the record of a briefing meeting on the humanitarian situation in Chechnya, 30 Apr 1996; United Nations consolidated inter-agency appeal for persons displaced as a result of the emergency situation in Chechnya, Russian Federation (Apr 1996); travel documents; map; Merlin 'Report of visit to Chechnya 1-10 August 1995' by Dr S.F. Drysdale; Diphtheria: manual for the management and control of diphtheria in the European region (WHO, Copenhagen, 1994); 'WHO/UNICEF strategy for diphtheria control in the newly independent states', Apr 1995; 'Diphtheria in the NIS - situation, projection and strategy' by Professor S. Dittmann; Tuberculosis in
Siberia conference report, Oct 1995; prosthetics catalogue


20 Six year review of the response to *Public health in England (the Acheson report)* (HMSO, 1988): correspondence; copy of *The Lancet*; ‘Public health in England - 6 years on’ by Sir Donald Acheson; Faculty of Public Health Medicine: annual manpower report for 1992 and report of the second annual reports working party; ‘As others see us: perspectives of the strengths and weaknesses of public health by individuals who were members of the Abrams committee’ compiled by J.A. Muir Gray, 1993; job description for the post of regional medical director and director of public health; copies of a journal article and nineteenth-century French publications; ‘Report of the committee of inquiry into the future development of the public health function and community medicine: summary of main conclusions and recommendations’; list of names and addresses 1992-5


25 AIDS: correspondence; journal articles; 'Improving HIV surveillance: a joint CDSC/CPHL symposium', 18 Nov 1993; papers for a conference at Llanwryd Wells, 29 Nov 1993, including a speech by Sir Donald Acheson; copies of AIDS/HIV quarterly surveillance tables; 'The HIV/AIDS pandemic: global spread and global response' by Dr M.H. Merson to the Ninth International Conference on AIDS, Berlin, Jun 1993; newspaper cutting; papers for a conference Sida, Santé et Droits de l'homme, Jun 1993; Towards a new health strategy for aids: a report of the global aids policy coalition; 'Aids surveillance in Europe' quarterly report of the European Centre for the Epidemiological Monitoring of Aids; 'First and second generation heterosexual transmission of
HIV-1 within England and Wales'

26 AIDS: correspondence; journal articles; journals, newsletters, including AIDS/HIV quarterly surveillance tables; Institut d'Hyggiène et d'epidemiologie service d'epidemiologie report 'Le sida en Belgique'; 'Epidemiological patterns of AIDS and HIV in Europe' by Roy A. Anderson and Deborah Hoyle; 'Increasing HIV infection due to heterosexual exposure in England and Wales'; paper detailing 60 HIV infected persons categorised as second generation heterosexual transmission within England, Wales and Northern Ireland, 1994; 'HTLV3 infection, the AIDS epidemic and the control of its spread in the UK'; overhead transparencies for a talk on AIDS; reports of the Unlinked HIV Surveys Steering Group on the monitoring programme in England and Wales; 'HIV infection acquired through heterosexual exposure - a global perspective on the UK epidemic'

1993-6

27 AIDS: leaflets and information booklets including by the British Medical Association, Terence Higgins Trust, the Advisory Committee on Dangerous Pathogens and the Department of Health and Social Security; cassette tape of a World at one programme of 5 Feb 1987 on anonymous screening

1984-7


1992-2000

29 Chief Medical Officer, AIDS: Department of Health and Social Security press releases, 1985-8; correspondence with ministers; draft statements and advice to ministers; notes of meetings

1985-91

30 [R] Chief Medical Officer: correspondence with ministers and notes of meetings, which encompass concern over aluminium poisoning from saucepans, the review of the National Health Service and public health in England, and health care for ethnic minorities; speeches; journal articles

1988

31 [R] Chief Medical Officer: correspondence with ministers, notes of meetings which include the controversy over the proposal to fund a second cyclotron for the treatment of cancer and health inequalities; report of a visit to the USA; draft paper 'Socio-economic health differences in the Netherlands: a review of recent empirical findings' by J.P. Mackenbach for a symposium, Rotterdam, 1991; The health divide: inequalities in health in the 1980s: a review by Margaret Whitehead, Mar 1987; journal articles

1987-91


35 Health inequalities — King's Fund Institute commission on London: correspondence; newspaper cuttings; journal article; *Status report from the CHP Unit*, Nov 1992; 'The centre for health and society'; draft paper 'The health needs of Londoners' by Michaela Benzeval, Ken Judge and Michael Solomon (King's Fund Institute, Oct 1991); King's Fund London Initiative working paper summaries; second draft of 'London 2010: changing the future of health care in the capital'; King's Fund Commission on the future of acute services in London 1991-3

36 Health inequalities: correspondence; papers for a Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution seminar 'Environmental policy: the last 25 years and the next 25 years', Mar 1995; draft of an address to the general council of the King's Fund Institute; journal articles; press release; 'Possible questions and answers in relation to the launch of tackling health inequalities'; BMA 1994-5

Health inequalities: correspondence; journal articles; application form for Medical Research Council grant; copy of *Population Trends*, winter 1996; extracts from *Hansard* relating to the Lords debate on poverty and ill health, Feb 1997; ‘Addressing inequalities in health - a national overview of the issues’ by Philip Hunt; programme, list of participants at and a list of possible questions and answers in relation to the launch of *Tackling inequalities in health: an agenda for action*; proof copy of *Tackling inequalities in health: an agenda for action*; papers from the Ditchley Foundation Conference, May 1994


Rapid urbanisation and health: 'The urban health crisis: strategies for health for all in the face of rapid urbanisation': report of the 44th World Health Assembly technical discussion, 1991; newspaper cutting, 1993, containing an article on megacities by Steve Connor; letter from Sir Donald Acheson to Carolyn Stephens, 1993; copies of draft summary of preliminary results and policy implications of 'Environment and health in urban areas of developing countries' and copy of 'Environment and health in urban areas of developing countries' by Carolyn Stephens and Sebastian Avle, 1993

Speeches:
'New public health': draft speech for CMO written by Gillian Ford, 1984;
'Doctors and the use of resources', 3 Apr 1984;
'The prevention of coronary heart disease: plans for action': to the Royal College of Physicians, 17 Apr 1984;
'Medicine UK in the year 2000': RSH Hospital, 31 May 1984;
Draft speech of the CMO to the opening session of the WHO European Region Working Group on National Cancer Control Programmes and Advisory Committee on Cancer Control, 25 Jun 1984;
Toast to the first woman President of the Royal College of Pathologists, 14 Nov 1984;
Speech by the CMO to the BMA, Twickenham, 25 Jan 1985;
'Case-study: cancer and smoking' to the Civil Service College Senior Seminar, Sunningdale, Apr 1985;
'Medical advice and health policy' and a copy of the printed version in *British Medical Journal*, 11 May 1985;
Transcript of a Radio 2 Jimmy Young programme on drugs and drug addiction, 29 Apr 1985;
‘Primary care today - image and reality’: to the Medical Journalists Association, 19 Jul 1985;
‘Prevention and government’: presidential address to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Medical Section, 27 Aug 1985;
‘The government's doctor’: John Snow Lecture, Royal College of Surgeons, 12 Sep 1985;
Talk to the Child Accident Prevention Trust, 3 Oct 1985;
‘AIDS: a problem for the public health’: to the PHLS, 23 Oct 1985;
Speech to the CIBA Foundation, 30 Oct 1985;
‘AIDS: a challenge for the public health’: to the PHLS, Nov 1985;
‘The government's doctor’: to the Leeds Division of the BMA, 14 Nov 1985;
Address to the RMO's Conference, 21 Nov 1985;
‘The future of community medicine’: to the ADMOs, 6 Dec 1985

Speeches:
Opening address to the AIDS conference, Newcastle, Feb 1986;
Address to the Psychogeriatrics today conference, 8 Mar 1986;
‘The department's view of quality in primary care’: to the CHC seminar, 10 Apr 1986;
Lecture by Sir Kenneth Stowe to the Royal Society of Arts, 21 Apr 1986;
‘The future of community medicine’: to the London School of Hygiene, May 1986;
‘Public health: past, present and future’: Telford Lecture at Manchester University, 28 May 1986;
‘AIDS: a challenge for the public health’: a lecture in New York, 30 May 1986;
‘Intractable pain clinics: a lecture given in Belfast, 28 Jun 1986;
Speech to The elderly: partnership in care conference, 9 Jul 1986;
Draft of a talk for a Radio 4 programme on the Politics of health, Aug 1986;
‘AIDS public health policy in the UK’: to the British Pharmaceutical Conference, Sep 1986;
‘Future developments in community medicine’: to the Commonwealth Medical Association meeting, Cyprus, Oct 1986;
‘Prevention today’: to the South Shields Post Graduate Medical Centre, 8 Oct 1986;
‘The future of pathologists in an age of cost containment and technological change’: to the Association of Clinical Pathologists, 16 Oct 1986;
‘The government's contribution to good health’: to St Catherine's College, 12 Nov 1986;
‘The government's doctor’: to Ulster Medical Society, 13 Nov 1986;
‘Hospitals past, present and future’: to Ottowa International Conference on Health Promotion, Nov 1986;
‘The government's doctor’: Marsden Lecture, Royal Free Hospital, 20 Nov 1986;
Press release of the speech ‘Government's plans to combat the spread of AIDS’ by Norman Fowler, Secretary of State for Social Services, 21 Nov 1986;
Speech to AIDS debate, 21 Nov 1986;
‘Matters of moment’: to the National Association of Clinical Tutors, 21 Nov 1986;
‘The government's doctor’: Colchester and Chelmsford Medical Societies, 3 Dec 1986
Speeches:
‘The new public health’: to the King's Fund Institute, 1987;
CMO's briefing to MPs, 18 Feb 1987;
‘The role of the professional in DHSS’: to LSE, 2 Mar 1987;
‘The government's doctor’: to the Nottingham Medico-Chirurgical Society, 4 Mar 1987;
‘The government's contribution to good health’: to St Catherine's College, 11 Mar 1987;
Speech on AIDS to the NHSMB conference, Birmingham, London and Manchester, 3, 7 and 20 Apr 1987;
Opening address to the National Symposium on Caring for AIDS, a multidisciplinary approach, 4 Apr 1987;
Speech to the World Health Day/immunisation meeting, 7 Apr 1987;
Speech on food safety to the British Airways Industrial Society Seminar, and transcript of question and answer session, 9-10 Apr 1987;
‘Nutritional monitoring of the health of the nation' to the Royal Society of Medicine, 28 Apr 1987;
Speech to the College of Occupational Therapists' conference, May 1987;
Welcome speech at a dinner in honour of visiting delegation from the American Medical Association, Lancaster House, 21 May 1987;
‘The state of public health': Foundation Lecture, Newcastle University, 16 Jun 1987;
‘The government's doctor': to Newcastle University, 16 Jun 1987;
Proofs of `AIDS': Stevens Lecture, Royal Society of Medicine, 25 Jun 1987;
‘Does the public service serve - the consumer dimension': Radcliffe-Maud Memorial Lecture, Institute of Civil Engineers, 29 Jun 1987;
Acceptance speech for honorary degree, Queen's University, Belfast, 9 Jul 1987;
Speech to conference on inner city medicine, Royal College of Physicians, 22 Jul 1987;
‘Update on human immunodeficiency virus infections in infants and children for the community physician': to the Royal Society of Medicine, 9 Sep 1987;
Address at the inaugural ceremony of the Thirty Seventh Session of the Regional Committee for Europe, Bruges, 14 Sep 1987;
‘On the state of the public health': to the Harveian Society, 14 Oct 1987;
Summary of address on medical confidentiality and AIDS to the Paris conference on economic and legal aspects of AIDS, 22-3 Oct 1987
‘On the state of the public health': to the Ulster Medical Society, 20 Oct 1987;
Address to the National Association of Clinical Tutors, Royal Society of Medicine, 27 Nov 1987;
‘Management in medicine from the CMO's point of view': at Southampton, 3 Dec 1987

Speeches:
‘Epidemiology of AIDS and HIV infection in the UK': to the World Summit of Ministers of Health, 29 Jan 1988;
‘Defining the problem': to a GMSC/Royal College of General
43 [contd.] Practioners joint study day on drug misuse and the general practitioner, 30 Mar 1988;
'Prevention and health promotion in the family practitioner services': to Family Practitioner Committee chairmen, Apr 1988;
Speech to Anglo-Scandinavian conference, 11 May 1988;
'Disease prevention - occupational and public health': at the tenth anniversary celebrations of the Faculty of Occupational Medicine, 25 May 1988;
Speech at the Fourth International Conference on AIDS, 12-16 Jun 1988;
Speech to the Assembly of Faculties, University College, London, 22 Jun 1988;
Notes for a dinner speech to a group attending the International Seminar on Managing for Health Results, 22 Jun 1988;
Notes for the opening address of the NHSTA/BMA conference, 30 Jun 1988;
'The role of the UK Department of Health': for a British Council course, 1 Jul 1988;
'The NHS: origin and early hospitals': at Southampton General Hospital, 5 Jul 1988;
'The National Health Service and health then and now': to the Institute for Health Policy Studies Conference, Southampton General Hospital, 5 Jul 1988;
Outline notes for an address at the Conference of Colleges meeting, Royal College of Radiologists, 18 Jul 1988;
'The National Health Service and health then and now', 23 Aug 1988;
Abstract of a lecture 'AIDS in the UK and its prevention' given in Athens, 26 Sep 1988, with notes of press coverage of the lecture;
Article 'Variations in hospital referrals', covering letter, 28 Sep 1988;
'AIDS - can we care enough?' speech notes on community care: to the National AIDS Trust, 3 Oct 1988;
Two copies, one amended, one not, of 'The National Health Service and health then and now': to the Federation of Catholic Hospitals and Health Care Institutions, 7 Oct 1988;
Notes for a speech on resource management to Guy's Hospital, Nov 1988;
Draft of a speech to a seminar on medical audit, 3 Nov 1988;
Heads for a speech to the Regional Medical Service, 4 Nov 1988;
'The National Health Service and health then and now': to the Post Graduate Centre, St Helier Hospital, Carshalton, 8 Nov 1988;
Notes for a speech to a workshop on the epidemiology and control of infectious diseases and environmental hazards, 14-18 Nov 1988;
Notes for a talk to the board of Faculty of Community Medicine and faculty advisers committee, 24 Nov 1988;
'Breast cancer screening': Sir Alexander Haddow Memorial Lecture, 28 Nov 1988

44 Speeches:
Notes for 'Public health in a new guise', 1989;
'The national health', 1989;
Speech for a meeting on accreditation in pathology to the Royal College of Physicians, 7 Feb 1989;
Press release with Sir Donald Acheson's advice on listeria, 10 Feb 1989;
'Immunisation co-ordinators': to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, 24 Feb 1989;
Notes for a meeting with the District Medical Officers, 10 Mar
1989;
‘Developing services for drug misusers - an essential task’: opening address to the Royal College of Psychiatrists and Department of Health joint conference, 17 Mar 1989;
‘Introduction to the DH for trainees in public health medicine’, 10 Apr 1989;
‘The challenge of the new public health' to Scarborough Faculty of Community Medicine, 12 Apr 1989;
Headings for a speech ‘STDs in the UK: the DOH's view': to St Thomas Hospital, 21 Apr 1989;
‘Communicable disease: the Department of Health's role': to the British Society for the Study of Infection, York, 21 Apr 1989;
‘The new public health': introductory talk to trainees in community medicine, 3 May 1989;
Address on AIDS, ethics and socio-economic issues to the International Ethical Committee on AIDS, Paris, 15-16 May 1989;
Speech by the Secretary of State to the medical profession ‘Working for patients: medical education, research and health', 10 Jul 1989;

Water pollution at Lowermoor North Cornwall: report of the Lowermoor Incident Health Advisory Group, Jul 1989;
Speech for the opening of the Reaside Clinic, 2 Aug 1989;
Speech for the opening of the Genito-Urinary Medical Department, Coventry and Warwickshire Hospital, 2 Aug 1989;
‘Disease prevention and health promotion: a British perspective': to the health ministers' conference, Melbourne, Nov 1989;
‘Matters of moment': to the National Association of Clinical Tutors, 1 Dec 1989;
Address ‘Microbiological food poisoning - the way forward': to the parliamentary food and health forum, 12 Dec 1989;
‘Shaping the nation's health: the public health contribution', 19 Dec 1989

Speeches:
‘Global strategy for the prevention and control of AIDS', 1990;
‘AIDS education for seafarers': opening address, 1990;
Notes for speech on public health, 1990;
‘Health for all by the year 2000’, 1990;
Notes for ‘Rehabilitation, past, present and future', c.1990;
Notes for ‘Developing real HIV prevention strategies', c.1990
Notes for an introductory talk to the Royal College of Physician's meeting of chairmen of local ethical committees, 9 Feb 1990;
Speech for the international conference in Kuwait, 12-14 Feb 1990;
‘Does the National Health Service improve health?’: John Phillips Memorial Lecture, 14 Mar 1990;
Notes for ‘Aging population and corporate responsibility', 22 Mar 1990;
Opening remarks to the ICD conference at OPCS, 27 Mar 1990;
‘Communicable disease control for CCDC's': address to the Consultants in Communicable Disease Control, 30 Apr 1990;
Draft speech to the Motor Neurone Disease Association conference, 1 May 1990;
Draft speech to the Society for Research in Rehabilitation, Oxford, 28 Jun 1990;
Draft outline of ‘Drugs, alcohol and tobacco: how research links it
with policies': to the conference on drugs, alcohol and tobacco, 18 Jul 1990
Notes for a speech to the Inner City conference, 24 Jul 1990
'Edwin Chadwick and the world we live in': Chadwick Centennial Lecture, 4 Oct 1990; correspondence; papers; response to lecture;
'Does the National Health Service improve health?': to the Portsmouth Medical Society, 15 Nov 1990;
'Matters of moment': to National Association of Clinical Tutors, 23 Nov 1990;
correspondence; background information

Speeches:
'Are obstetrics and midwifery doomed?': William Power Memorial Lecture, 5 Dec 1990;
Notes, journal articles, journal, Medical Protection Society annual
report, press release, correspondence concerning the growing
number of law suits against obstetricians

Speeches:
Final version of 'Edwin Chadwick and the world we live in now':
Chadwick Centennial Lecture, 4 Oct 1990; correspondence,
chairman's speech 'Chairman's discussions' at the Forty Fourth
World Health Assembly, 9-11 May 1991;
Notes for an address at the opening of a seminar on training of
paramedic ambulance staff, 7 Feb 1991; correspondence;
'AIDS perspectives and priorities', and papers of the Second
International Workshop on Preventing the Sexual Transmission of
HIV and other STDs, Cambridge, 24-7 Mar 1991; correspondence
and a suggested response to Tam Dalyell with regard to Sir Donald
Acheson's opening speech to the workshop;
'Health and housing': to the Royal Society of Health, 23 Apr 1991
and printed version from Journal of the Royal Society of Health,
Dec 1991;
'Does cancer control require a national policy': 1991 Crookshank
Lecture of the Royal College of Radiologists', 17 May 1991; correspondence; journal article; list of slides for lecture;
photographs of slides;
Address to the BMA Film and Video Competition, 22 May 1991;
Speech to the Overseas Doctors Association, 24 May 1991;
Notes for 'Public health: the health of the public', 24 May 1991;
First notes for remarks to Southampton University Medical School
four year club, 24 May 1991
Speech to the Consultants in Communicable Disease Control
conference, 3 Jun 1991;
Draft of a speech at the opening of the Cell Mutation Unit
Extension, MRC Cell Mutation Unit, University of Exeter, 26 Jul
1991; background information;
Address to the first national conference for consultants in
communicable disease control, 5 Aug 1991;
'Developments in coronary heart disease: past, present and future',
4 Sep 1991

Speeches:
'Health, cities and the future': Second Archie Cochrane Lecture,
Social Medical Society, Southampton, 13 Sep 1991;
Message of goodwill in the University of Leeds School of Public
Health annual report, autumn 1991;
'The public health rationale for respect of human rights and dignity
in AIDS' to the Pan-European Consultation of HIV/AIDS in the
context of public health and human rights, Prague, 26-7 Nov 1991; text for 'Health for all in the year 2000: eight years to go': to the Royal College of Physicians of Ireland, 27-8 Nov 1991; information papers; programme; Correspondence relating to a proposed seminar for senior registrars in public health medicine, Apr 1991; copy of speech to previous seminar 'Introduction to the DH for trainees in public health medicine', 10 Apr 1989; Correspondence relating to Sir Donald Acheson's speech to the Nottingham School of Public Health on 2 Jul 1991; Correspondence and notes relating to an invitation to give a lecture on urban health in developing countries to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, Jul 1991; 'Behold a pale horse': a view of the HIV/AIDS pandemic from Whitehall: fourth James Scott Lecture, University of Nottingham, 20 Feb 1992; 'Health and health promotion in older adults': health and health in elderly people seminar, 13 Mar 1992; Notes for 'The impact of medical litigation on the speciality of obstetrics': to the Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists, 25 Mar 1992; 'Remarks on the opening of the WHO collaboration centre on health promotion', Cardiff, 19 Mar 1992; Notes for 'Europe without frontiers: implications for health', 13 Apr 1992; 'A pale horse in Whitehall': Linacre Lecture, Cambridge, 6 May 1992; 'Health, nutrition and government': John Revans Memorial Lecture, 14 May 1992; 'AIDS past, present and future': to the British Association for the Advancement of Science, Southampton, 26 Aug 1992; Printed version of 'Is health improving?': the Harben Lecture, 12 Nov 1992 in The Royal Institute of Public Health and Hygiene, 1994; correspondence relating to the lecture; Extract from Hansard on the Clinical Standards Advisory Group, 16 Jan 1992; Address to a conference 'Safer bars, safer streets?' on injuries and deaths caused by alcohol; Overhead transparencies for a lecture on developments in public health

Speeches:
'Health, humanitarian relief and survival in former Yugoslavia': Dean's Lecture to the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine, 18 May 1993; poster for lecture; 'Health, humanitarian relief and survival in former Yugoslavia' to Belfast City Hospital, 3 Nov 1993; Notes for 'Disaster: the human aftermath': to the UK Institute of Healthcare, 19 Nov 1993; correspondence; 'Health, humanitarian relief and survival in former Yugoslavia' at Valencia; 'Health, health care and government in England: notes', May 1994; copies of the House of Commons third report from the Social Service Committee on problems associated with AIDS; copy of a CV and photographs of Sir Donald Acheson; Speech for the World Health Assembly on the occasion of the award of the Leon Bernard Foundation Prize, 5 May 1994; correspondence; background information papers; Notes for remarks to the 'Health and the environment' conference,
49 [contd.] 9 May 1994; correspondence; background information papers;
`Quagmire in the Former Yugoslavia': to a symposium on `Health
development, conflict resolution and peacemaking: health as a
bridge to peace', 3 Jun 1994;
Priorities and planning guidance for the NHS: 1996/97;
correspondence

50 Speeches:
Letter concerning Sir Donald Acheson's participation at a faculty
conference in York in Mar 1994, 6 Dec 1993;
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Cracow, 24 Oct 1994; correspondence; background information
papers;
`The government's doctor': to directors of public health and general
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`WHO, Helsinki and environmental health', 16 Jan 1995;
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background information papers;
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`Health and health care in chaos: who is in the lead?', 11 May
1995;
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the general council, King's Fund, 13 Jul 1995;
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Paper copies from overhead transparencies for `Health policy at the
centre?': the Dean's Lecture, 21 Mar 1996;
`Preventing genocide' in British Medical Journal, 7 Dec 1996;
correspondence, including personal correspondence with ministers
on the proposed reorganisation of the Department of Health and
the post of Chief Medical Officer

51 Review of the clinical role of the London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine: correspondence; notes of a meeting with
external advisers; copies of a review paper by Sir Donald Acheson,
for the consideration by the dean and senior management team

52 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners:
correspondence; list of prison visits by HAC members; notes of
meetings of HAC; copies of HM Prison Service Briefing
newsletter; text of Eve Saville Memorial Lecture `Back to basics:
relationships in the prison service'; information paper on the prison
medical service in England and Wales and on prison dentistry;
report on a visit to Holloway Prison; article from The Big Issue;
copy of the Prison Reform Trust A manifesto for prison reform;
draft paper on AIDS for the prisons' conference, 1992; copy of
Contracting for health services: a consultation paper, Aug 1991;
commentary on the response to the consultation paper; copy of the
European network of health promoting schools resource pack;
annual health report from Maze prison, 1992

53 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners:
correspondence; `Contracting for prison health services' by
Michael O'Brien and Sheila Adam; paper on `The inspector as
critic: the job of HM Chief Inspector of Prisons'; press release;
notes of prison visits; journal articles; report on the working group
on nursing records: individualised care plans'; `Health of the prison
population in England and Wales: the present knowledge base';
53 [contd.] monthly reports on reported cases of HIV; copies of styles of prisoner health forms; discussion paper on healthy prisons; draft policy statement on the prison nursing services; health indicators working party papers; copy of Bram Deurloo's speech to the inaugural conference of health care services for prisons: 'Health care services for prisoners - a Canadian perspective'; HM Prison Service newsletters; Home Office booklet; hygiene reports

54 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; notes for a paper; journal article; first report of the Director of Health Care for Prisoners, 10 Feb 1993; copies of Home Office Statistical Bulletin, 1993; notes of meetings of HAC; copies of booklets Investing in health: the work of the lifestyles and health department and The European network of health promoting schools; results of a regional health monitoring questionnaire and of local prisons health care monitoring

55 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; notes; paper copies for overhead transparencies for a presentation reviewing the headquarters structure; tender specification for a survey of the physical health of sentenced male prisoners in England and Wales; draft paper 'Management in confidence'; annual report of the medical unit, HM Prison Exeter; notes on a visit to Exeter and Dartmouth Prisons; paper setting out membership of the various working groups; journal article: 'The criminal careers of incidents of schizophrenia'; notes of HAC meetings; 'Caring for prisoners at risk of suicide and self harm'; WHO guidelines on HIV infection and AIDS in prison

56 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; press release; copy of part of a prison inspection report on health care; copy of the WHO collaborating centres general guidelines and information; papers, including extracts from inspection reports, relating to a visit to Cardiff prison; programmes and itineraries for visits; notes of meetings; proposal for a research project on 'Women's imprisonment: the implications for health promotion'; notes

57 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; text of speech at the opening of a new health centre at Leicester Prison and background information; progress report in the development of medium secure places by the Advisory Committee of Mentally Disordered Offenders; 'HIV, sexual health and drug misuse: assessment of need in HM Prison Everthorpe' by Dr Meg Huby and Steve Hamer, May 1994; notes of meeting of the alcohol mis-use sub-committee; notes of HAC meetings; first draft of the annual report of the Director of Health Care, 1993-4; documentation for a survey of physical health of prisoners; WHO collaborating centre project

58 Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; minutes for a meeting on a diploma in prison medicine; draft paper 'Mapping exercise: interface between the NHS, prisons and courts for assessment and transfer of mentally disordered prisoners under the Mental Health Act 1983: preliminary report to the NHS Executive and the Prison Service Directorate of Health Care' by Emma Seymour, 16 Jun 1995; minutes of a HAC meeting; minutes of a meeting on mental health issues at Wakefield Prison, 2 May 1995; Mental disorders in
Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; minutes of a HAC meeting; final report of the Occupational health monitoring questionnaire, 1994-5; printed annual report of HM Inspectorate of Prisons; commentary by HAC on the Director of Health Care's annual report 1992-3; newspaper article; background information for a visit to HMP Risley; copy of the Home Office Senior management review of the Prison Service Agency report, Oct 1995; draft address for Ann Widdecombe, Home Office minister responsible for health in prisons, to the Directorate of Healthcare Conference, Nov 1995; Sir Donald Acheson's comments on the Senior management review; `Survey of the physical health of prisoners'; 'Memorandum of understanding between the Directorate of Health Care and the World Health Organisation (Europe)'; papers from the WHO workshop, ?Aug 1995

Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence; minutes of HAC meeting; drafts of commentary on the annual report of the Director of Health Care; minutes of HAC meetings; 'World Health Organization health in prisons project: a European network for promoting health in prisons'; 'Notes on the health of prisoners'; 'Review on the effects on health of the regimes in the special secure units at Full Sutton, Whitemoor and Belmarsh Prisons'; letters pages from the BMJ; Health Advisory Committee to the Prison Service report of a sub-committee on the provision of mental health care in prisons; notes of a visit to Thorn Cross prison; papers including the order of events and text of speech by Ann Widdecombe for the opening of the Aylesbury Health Care Centre; 'Health promotion in prisons' discussion paper; Outside in: a report on the NACRO advice and resettlement project at Feltham; background information papers for a visit to HM Prison Holloway

Chairman of the Health Advisory Committee for Prisoners: correspondence, some with inmates of prisons complaining of their treatment; 'The effects on health of the regimes in the special secure units'; 'Review on the effects on health of the regimes in the special secure units at Full Sutton, Whitemoor and Belmarsh Prisons'; 'Operating standards for special secure units', 31 Jul 1997; Acheson committee recommendations and prison service response; minutes and papers of the occupational health sub-committee of HAC; Prison Service publications: lifestyle screenings comparisons, 1993, occupational health conference reports, final report of the occupational health monitoring questionnaire, 1994-5; breakdown of numbers of staff in the prison
service and of sickness hours
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70 Day file: correspondence; Southampton School of Medicine curriculum booklet 1997-9

71 Publications of the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine: offprints of articles; 'Does litigation affect the health of mother and baby?'; 'Health in the Iraq stalemate' 1992-5

72 Nasal cancer: correspondence; journal article by Sir Donald Acheson, 1976; book catalogue; papers relating to two legal cases brought by former workers or their family against their employers 1976, 1993-2000


74 Myalgic Encephalomyelitis (ME): 'Draft report from the National Task Force on CFS/PVS/ME'; correspondence; copies of journal articles 1994


76 BSE inquiry: correspondence; report by Patrick Benner and Malcolm Godfrey on the review of the deputy chief medical officer posts in the DHSS, 1988; transcript of the BSE inquiry, 29 Nov 1999; witness statement by Sir Donald Acheson to the BSE inquiry; journal articles; text of a statement on BSE from the Secretary of State for Health, 25 Mar 1996; copies of press releases 1988-99

77 Oxford Record Linkage Study: correspondence; 'Databases: a resource for research and decision making' by Carol M. Ashton, Terri J. Menke, Daniel Deykin, Lois C. Camberg, Martin P. Charns; 'Unit of Health-Care Epidemiology Department of Public Health and Primary Care, University of Oxford', 1994; copies of journal articles 1989-2000
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79 Royal Institute for Public Health and Hygiene: correspondence; information papers; copy of the journals *Public Health and Health and Hygiene*; copy of *Setting up the United Kingdom Public Health Association: a consultation paper* 1996-9

80 International Centre for Health and Society correspondence, including papers relating to a visit to Japan, 1996; Scientific files, containing journal articles, information on AIDS for Sir Donald Acheson as Chief Medical Officer, 1982-7 1982-7, 1996-7

81 Chief Medical Officer's submissions on AIDS: correspondence; 'The HLA haplotype A1 B8 DR3 as a risk factor for HIV-related disease' by C.M.Steel, Dianne Beatson, R.J.G.Cuthbert, H.Morrison, C.A.Ludlam, J.F.Petherer, P.Simmonds, M.Jones 1987-8


83 Copies of Hansard containing parliamentary debates on AIDS and HIV; paper 'The role of the medical officer' and correspondence relating to the nature and range of duties of NHS staff, 1987-9; copies of correspondence, papers for meetings, report of working party, relating to the government's handling of BSE and the BSE inquiry, 1988-99 1987-99

84 Chief Medical Officer's letters, 1984-91; Chief Medical Officer's AIDS submissions: correspondence, statements, 1986; World Summit of Ministers of Health on Programmes for Aids Prevention: draft opening speech, text of speeches, list of those attending, briefing papers, 1988; Report from the inaugural conference of the International Environmental Epidemiology Institute 'The environmental health effects of civil unrest', San Francisco, Apr 1999; Independent Inquiry into Inequalities in Health: correspondence, brief progress report, 1998; Typescript diary, 1984; Speeches by Sir Donald Acheson: 'The government's contribution to good health'; 'Does the National Health Service improve health?', May 1990; 'The national health'; 'Edwin Chadwick and the world we live in', 4 Oct 1990; 'Health and housing': annual lecture to the Royal Society of Health, 1991; off-prints of journal articles; Speeches by Sir Donald Acheson: draft speech to Northampton Medical Society, 'Modes of transmission of HIV as a basis for prevention strategies', paper for the GMC conference on postgraduate training in medicine; 'The government doctor': the Jon Snow lecture; 'The future of public health'; 'On the state of the public health'; Duncan memorial lecture; 'Record linkage as an
epidemiological tool'; 'Medical confidentiality and AIDS'; 'The longer perspective', welcome address to the European Cancer Experts Committee Meeting, speech at the launch of the project 'Good ideas in general practice'; 'Opportunities in the health services: developments in the decade ahead'; 'DHSS attitude to mobile coronary care'; 'Epidemiology and clinical practice'; 'Towards a new public health'; text of a speech by Justice Michael Kirby, Australia;

Journal article by Sir Donald Acheson on the conflict in Bosnia; Yugoslavia: correspondence, paper setting out security guidance, press release, newspaper articles, notes on a visit to Ljubljana, Slovenia, 2 Sep 1992, photographs of WHO supplies at a warehouse, May 1994, copies of the second and fourth SRZ situation reports, WHO request to the Overseas Development Administration UK for winter aid to Bosnia and Herzegovina, report of the state of the psychiatric services in Sarajevo, draft proposal for a surgery project in Sarajevo, journal articles, newsletters, thirteenth report from the office of the WHO special representative, Zagreb, end of mission report on the health monitoring programme in the war affected areas of Former Yugoslavia, 1992-3, feasibility study on 'Critical spots on the main road corridors in Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina during winter season'; paper on preventing deaths from hypothermia in Bosnia during the winter

85 Day files: correspondence, 1997-8; Independent Inquiry into Inequalities in Health: presentation paper 'Equality of health: dream or reality?' by Sir Donald Acheson, correspondence, research papers, 1998-9; Chief Medical Officer: correspondence, papers relating to liver cancer, health and housing speech, submissions, 1990; Chief Medical Officer scientific papers: journal articles, 1985-9; Appointment diaries, 1992-5


87 Six video tapes, including an interview by Sir Donald Acheson as Chief Medical Officer on AIDS, Sep 1986; Tape recording of 'The government doctor': the Sampson Garmee Lecture, Birmingham, 26 Nov 1986; Cassette tape of a Panorama interview on BSE, 9 May 1986; 21 slide boxes with slides, mainly for illustrations for lectures, such as on inequalities in health, the health of the nation, HIV and AIDS Christmas card from the Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher; Two copies of a black and white photograph of Sir Donald Acheson and negative

88 Papers as Chief Medical Officer: correspondence and memorandums with the Department of Health and Social Security and the Secretary of State and to other government departments which relate to the outcome of a review on responsibilities for health with regard to food safety, alcohol consumption, benefits of training of ambulance staff, neutron and proton therapy, clinical standards and NHS review, the health of infants, children and their mothers, the effects of housing on health, traffic accidents, medical education, statutory clinical advisory group, Professor Michael Adler's candidacy for the post of Director of the GPA, human
fertilisation and the embryology bill, salmonella infection, AIDS litigation with regard to haemophiliacs, ambulance services and cardiac care, anthrax in pigs, report on the prison medical service, scrutiny of medical divisions, the need for medical undersecretaries in some fields, anabolic steroid misuse, overview of research into spongiform encephalopathies, smoking policy within the Department of Health; notes of a meeting with Christopher Patten; notes of a meeting with the Secretary of State, 5 Feb 1990; report of a visit to the United States of America to review neutron therapy; report 'Some current issues relating to the public health and the medical profession'; 'Strategic priorities for the NHS - premature mortality'; briefing papers for the Secretary of State on significant issues for the Department of Health; briefing papers for the Secretary of State's dinner with senior members of the medical profession; report of a meeting with Sir John Herbecq and colleagues; presentation 'Health in a classless society', 3 Jan 1991
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Nasal cancer: correspondence with regard to occupational hazards; process charts for the making of shoes; statistics; extracts or reprints of articles
Primary health care in Inner London: report of a study group commissioned by the London Health Planning Consortium
May 1981

Speeches:
Nasal cancer: notes, copies of articles, 1980-1, 1968; 'The furniture maker's cancer: is it declining?': notes, transparencies; 'Epidemiology of multiple sclerosis': notes; Asbestos: notes; 'Arsenic and cancer': notes; 'Impending crisis of old age: a challenge to ingenuity': notes; WHO presentation 'Add life to years', 1982; Patterns in cancer': notes; Primary health care: notes, articles, introduction to, summary of, and summary of comments by organisations on the Acheson report, Inner cities by K.J.Bolden (Occasional Paper 19, Royal College of General Practitioners, Dec 1981); correspondence, papers of meetings to discuss the report, 'Primary health care in Inner London' by Brian Abel-Smith; Mesothelioma: notes, copies of article, 'Epidemiology of mesothelioma from estimates of incidence' by J.Corbert McDonald and Alison D.McDonald to the International Congress on Occupational Health, Brighton, 1975; 'People, physicians and pollution: notes; Privacy in the practice of medicine: abstract, notes; Raynauds phenomenon: notes, copies of articles, 1976, 1981, details of individual patients; Remedial therapy course: notes; Rheumatic diseases: notes for two lectures, copy of WHO report
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'Some disorders of small vessels': notes; 'Allocation of resources in a teaching district': notes, inter-regional training scheme in community medicine timetable, Southampton, 1976;
Dr Challoner's high school prize giving speech, 1976;
Cancer and the brewing industry: notes, copies of articles, 1979; 'Epidemiology and uterine cancer': text, overhead transparency;
91 [contd.]

‘Epidemiology of primary brain tumours’: notes, statistics, copies of articles, 1967, 1978;
Ethics of the allocation of medical resources: notes, correspondence;
Gout: notes, correspondence;
‘Strikes: are they killing people?’: notes, copy of article, 1980, circular on the right to strike;
‘The wanted and unwanted effects of treatment’: notes;
‘Industrial and community health’: Adolf Streicher lecture, Research Centre, North Staffordshire Medical Institute, 5 Dec 1978: text, correspondence, final report of the steering committee of the Medical Institute;
Wellcome Trust course for senior medical administrators: correspondence, programme;
Text of votes of thanks and press release in the Times supplement on the inauguration of the medical school at Southampton, 1971;
Edinburgh: correspondence and curriculum review working party report for the Faculty of Medicine, University of Edinburgh, programme for lectures;
Medical Research Council environmental epidemiology unit: notes, correspondence;
The patient and his record and society for a Wessex Regional Health Authority workshop: notes

92

Southampton medical school: notes for talks, booklet and article by Acheson, Teaching methods at Maastricht Medical School, correspondence, papers, list of delegates for the RI medical commission fourth seminar at Southampton;
Overseas Doctors' Association: covering note with notes on some of the main personalities, A guide to the NHS for overseas doctors, programmes for social meetings;
Contributions to a book on cancer risks and cancer prevention: correspondence, 1983;
Nuffield studies in the physiological and biological sciences at N and F level: correspondence, working papers, 1976;
Copies of journal articles, some by Sir Donald Acheson, relating to cancer amongst woodworkers, furniture workers and shoe and leather workers

93

Copies of journal articles, some by Sir Donald Acheson, on linking medical records and the Oxford Record Linkage Study and on obstetric care; text of an address at the memorial service of Professor David Miller; list of principal scientific papers written by Sir Donald Acheson;
‘The epidemiology of multiple sclerosis: a reappraisal’: notes for speech, statistics, journal article;
Notes for an after dinner speech to the Medical Women's Federation, 1976;
WHO background documents: Health and the cities: a global overview and The organization of urban health systems; programme with supporting papers and journal articles for Sir Donald Acheson of the Medical Research Council Environmental Epidemiology Unit meeting, May 1992; ‘Does cancer control require a national policy’: 1991 Crookshank Lecture to the Royal College of Radiologists; ‘Edwin Chadwick and the world we live in’: Chadwick Centennial Lecture; article by Sir Donald Acheson in Hospital Doctor; ‘Civil litigation in the nineties’: Lord Griffith's speech at Glasgow; copies of reference material on abnormalities in the human frame;
93 [contd.] Litigation in obstetrics and the causes of cerebral palsy: notes, copies of journal articles, statistics, bibliography

94 Oxford record linkage study: introduction by Sir Donald Acheson, correspondence, papers; Multiple sclerosis: journal articles, report of a research study on the Faroe Islands; Journal articles, research papers, some by Sir Donald Acheson, relating to coronary artery bypass grafting, epidemiology, cancer, organ removal in the Oxford area, deaths after discharge from hospital, undiagnosed abdominal pain treated in hospital, medical records linkage and research; notes; computer search bibliography relating to nose neoplasms; 'Recent trends in medical education': notes for speech; Southampton Medical School: notes for speeches, questionnaire forms relating to the performance of house officers; 'Effects of schools council's proposals on higher education: a medical view': by Sir Donald Acheson: text of paper, notes, reference material

95 Oxford record linkage study feasibility study: papers, notes of meetings of advisory panel, correspondence, copies of journal articles; Symposium, University of Newcastle upon Tyne: correspondence, text of paper, 1970; Report on the Department of Community Health Abel Salazar Institute of Biomedical Sciences, University of Oporto: draft and typescript copies of report, correspondence, 1977

96 Nasal cancer: correspondence, 1969-79; 'Nasal cancer in the boot and shoe manufacturing and repairing industries': a paper prepared for the Industrial Injuries Advisory Council, 1977

97 Nasal cancer: national nasal cancer survey occupational tables; Oxford region correspondence, 1969; correspondence, tables, lists of names and addresses of former workers in the shoe and boot industry who have been diagnosed with nasal cancer, report of a visit to a former shoe industry worker for a paper on nasal cancer in the Northamptonshire boot and shoe industry, 1981-2

98 Nasal cancer: correspondence; notes; occupational tables; 'Nasal cancer cases (males) diagnosed in E and E 1963-7 according to occupational order with five year incidence rates computed on the 1961 census population'; 'Impairement of nasal mucociliary clearance in wood workers in the furniture industry' by A.Black, J.C.Evans, Esme H.Hadfield, R.G.Macbeth, A.Morgan and M.Walsh; 'Adenocarcinoma of the nasal cavity and sinuses in England and Wales', by E.D.Acheson, R.H.Cowdell and Elizabeth Rang; lists of names and addresses of former workers in the shoe and boot industry in Northamptonshire diagnosed with nasal cancer; details of woodworkers in Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire diagnosed with nasal cancer; 'IARC monograph on the carcinogenic risk for humans in the wood and leather industries: 3.3.2. - chemical properties of the dusts inherent in the wood industries' by David L.Brink, 1980; A review of recent work on nasal cancer in the Northamptonshire boot and shoe industry by L.P.Huggett (Satro publication, Jun 1970); journal articles
University of Southampton: personal files correspondence and curriculum vitae of Sir Donald Acheson, 1968-81
File relating to the case of Anita Thomas, lecturer in geriatric medicine, Southampton and Portsmouth

Multiple sclerosis: correspondence, 'Migration prior to onset and the risk of multiple sclerosis: a brief review of published data' by Sir Donald Acheson; *Multiple sclerosis indicative abstracts* May 1983;
Medical records linkage: lecture notes, lists of general practitioners and consultants, index of health authorities and town codes for the Oxford medical linkage study;
*British Medical Bulletin* on epidemiology of non-communicable disease with an introduction by Sir Donald Acheson;
Leaflet for the regional meeting of the International Epidemiological Association, Jerusalem, Feb 1993

Appointment diaries

Multiple sclerosis, Faroe Islands: fact sheets and information booklets relating to the Faroe Islands

Text book on medical records linkage: copy of publication agreement, correspondence, typescript text

Offprints of articles by Sir Donald Acheson:
'Electrically heated gloves for intermittent digital ischaemia' from *the British Medical Journal* (1983);
'Pollution and health risks';
'Mesothelioma in a factory using amosite and chrysotile asbestos' from *The Lancet*, by E.D.Acheson, M.J.Gardner, C.Bennett and P.D.Winter;
Towards a strategy for the detention of industrial carcinogens: the Walter Hubert Lecture to the British Association for Cancer Research from British Journal of Cancer (1981);
'Do phenoxy herbicides cause cancer in man?' from The Lancet (1982) by D.Coggon and E.D.Acheson;
'Asbestos: scientific basis for environmental control of fibres' from Biological Effects of Mineral Fibres J.C.Wagner (Lyon, 1980) by E.D.Acheson and M.J.Gardner;
The impending crisis of old age: a challenge to ingenuity' from The Lancet (1982)

Lists of publications by Sir Donald Acheson;
About Southampton Medical School (University of Southampton, 1974);
Offprints of articles by Sir Donald Acheson:
'Oxford record linkage study: a central file of morbidity and mortality records for a pilot population' from the British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine (1964);
The Oxford record linkage study: a review of the method with some preliminary results' from the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine (1964) by E.D.Acheson and J.G.Evans;
'Duration of stay in hospital for normal maternity care' from the British Medical Journal (1964) by E.D.Acheson and M.S.Feldstein;
The structure, function and cost of a file of linked health data' from Mathematics and computer science in biology and medicine (1965);
'Perinatal mortality and the organization of obstetric services in the Oxford area in 1962' from the British Medical Journal (1966) by M.S.T.Hobbs and E.D.Acheson;
'Obstetric care in the first pregnancy' from The Lancet (1966) by M.S.T.Hobbs and E.D.Acheson;
'Secondary sex ratio following bleeding in pregnancy' from The Lancet (1966) by M.S.T.Hobbs and E.D.Acheson;
'Carcinoma of the nasal cavity and accessory sinuses in woodworkers' from The Lancet (1967) by E.D.Acheson, E.H.Hadfield and R.G.Macbeth;
Morbidity report by Acheson as Medical Director of the Oxford Record Linkage Study in the Oxford annual report of the medical officers of health for 1966;
'Records and file organisation for population screening procedures' in Presymptomatic detection and early diagnosis (London, 1968);
'Experiment in the retrieval of information in general practice: a preliminary report' from the British Journal of Preventive and Social Medicine (1968) by E.D.Acheson and J.A.Forbes;
'Nasal cancer in woodworkers in the furniture industry' from the British Medical Journal (1968) by E.D.Acheson, R.H.Cowdell, E.Hadfield and R.G.Macbeth;
`Record linkage techniques in studies in aetiology of cancer' from the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Medicine (1968);
`The extent of organ removal in the Oxford area' by A.S.Fairbairn and E.D.Acheson
`Medical school at Southampton' from the British Medical Journal (1969);
`Patient identification', 1969;
`The frequency of multiple sclerosis in western Australia' by M.G.McCall, J.M.Sutherland and E.D.Acheson;
`Nasal cancer in furniture makers in Denmark' from Danish Medical Bulletin (1971) by J.Mosbech and E.D.Acheson;
`University, medical school and community' from the British Medical Journal (1970);
`Adenocarcinoma of the nasal cavity and sinuses in England and Wales' from the British Journal of Industrial Medicine (1972) by E.D.Acheson, R.H.Cowdell and Elizabeth Rang;
offprints of journal articles

Personal papers:
(1) Sir Donald Acheson: certificates, including birth, medical registration, degree; correspondence; insurance papers; examination papers; journal articles, some by Sir Donald Acheson: `Muscular dystrophy associated with paroxysmal myoglobinuria and excessive excretion of ketosteroids' by Donald Acheson and Douglas McAlpine in The Lancet and `Diagnostic problems' from Archives of the Middlesex Hospital, 1944-53;
(2) Trust funds: correspondence and copies of legal papers relating to the setting up of trusts, 1957-77;
(3) Estate of Dorothy Josephine Acheson: valuations; correspondence, 1976-80
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